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D O U B L E L A Y E R R E V I E W

A b s t r a c t

A review of the main results on electrostatic double layers (some-

times called space charge layers or sheaths) obtained from theory, and labo-

ratory and space experiments up to the spring of 1977 is given.

The paper begins with a definition of double layers in terms of po-

tential drop, electric field and charge separation. Then a review of the

theoretical results obtained so far is made. This covers among other things

mwssary criteria for existence and stability, quantitative estimates of

y .rge separation and thickness, and some probable cause of DL-formation

- terms of an instability.

Next, experimental results obtained in the laboratory are compared

/i .h the theoretical results. Due to recent progress in experimental tech-

•f.que the interior of a double layer can now be studied in much more detail

ihan was possible before.

By means of barium jets and satellite probes, double layers have now

been found at the altitudes, earlier predicted theoretically. The general

potential distribution above the auroral zone, suggested by inverted V-events

and electric field reversals, is corroborated.
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1- INTRODUCTION

Elementary electrodynamics tells us that charged particles can never

be accelerated by magnetic fields. Electric fields are required, either

electrostatic or induced by time-varying magnetic fields.

Since energetic electrons and ions are often observed in plasmas, it

is important to understand the mechanisms that can create and maintain

electric fields in plasmas. Several such mechanisms have been discussed

by Block and Fälthammar (1976). One of these is the double layer mechanism,

which is of electrostatic nature, since in a double layer the electric

field is sandwiched between two opposite space charge layers. If a magne-

tic field B is present, it may in principle be arbitrarily directed,

but the simpler case with E||B is most commonly discussed.

Our understanding of double layers is far from complete,in spite of

the fact that they have been studied in laboratories for several decades.

However, progress has been made in recent years, both theoretically, expe-

rimentally and through observations in space. The present paper represents

an attempt to summarize the state of the art, with special emphasis on

properties of importance in space plasmas.

!• DEFINITON OF A DOUBLE LAYER

The meaning cf the term "double layer" seem» to have been confused

sometimes. In this paper, as in the author's previous publications on the

subject, a double layer is defined as consisting of two equal but opposi-

tely charged, essentially parallel but not necessarily plane, space charge

layers (see Figure 1). The potential, electric field and space charge den-

sity vary qualitatively within the layer as shown in Figure 2. if the

potential would not vary monotonically through the entire: layer but would

contain a few maxima and minima, as e.g. in Figure 3, we may still call

it a double layer (provided the conditions below are fulfilled) although

it, strictly speaking, consists of more than one double layer.

The following three conditions must be fulfilled:

(i) The potential drop 0 through the layer must obey the relation

|(3 I > kT/''?. (1)
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where T is the temperature of the coldest plasma bordering the layer

(k and e have their usual rrseanings).

(ii) The electric field is much stronger inside the double layer than

outside, so the integrated positive and negative charges nearly cancel

each other.

(iii) Quasi-neutrality is locally violated in both space charge layers.

In addition, a typical but not strictly necessary condition is

that the collisional mean tree path is much longer than the double layer

thickness. Experimental as well as theoretical evidence indicates that

as long as collisions play an appreciable role a double layer will not

be formed.

It may be pointed out, in order to prevent some common misunder-

standings, that the definition neither includes some particular type of

instability or wave, causing or maintaining the layer, nor some minimum

current density through the layer.

In the remainder of the paper double layers will be abbreviated

as DL.

1' THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES

Bernstein, Greene and Kruskal (TJ57) proved the existence of an un-

limited class of solutions to the Vlasov-equation (BGK-solutions), con-

taining stationary potential structures with the above conditions (i) -

- (iii) fulfilled. They demonstrated that essentially arbitrary one-

dimensional potential distributions can be. constructed, if a suitable num-

ber of particles trapped in potential troughs are added.

The particles associated with the D7 potential variation of Figure

2 may be conveniently divided into four classes: free and trapped (or

reflected) electrons and ions as shown in Figure 4. In principle thiee

of these suffice to maintain the DL. For example, assume that the free

electron and ion number densities are equa) on the low potential side. Due

to the acceleration in the DL the corresponding free electron density is

much lesB than the free ion density on the high pote-.itial side. The diffe-

rence must be made up of a suitable number of reflected electrons. However,

in practice a DL with only one type of trapped particles is exceptional,

so usually all four classes uf particles are required.



The first self-consistent DL-solution was constructed by Langmuir

(1929) who used only cold particles (delta-function distributions). We

know now that this solution is unstable. Block (1972) used fluid theory

with finite temperatures to construct a solution that was asymptotically

self-consistent for e0 » kl , (strong DL). Knorr and Goertz (1974)

showed that, given three of the four particle velocity distributions

(water-bags in their case) and the potential variation (a hyperbolic

tangent approximating the DL), the fourth particle velocity distribution

can be uniquely determined, and vas in their case found to be nowhere nega-

tive in velocity space. They, thus, gave an example of a BGK-solution, de-

monstrating BGK:s assertion that essentially arbitrary potential distribu-

tions can be constructed if the right number of trapped particles are added.

Thus, it is obvious that one necessary condition for the existence of

a DL is that trapped electron and ion populations can be maintained. This

can be done in at least three different ways, namely by

ji Electrostatic potential troughs

t> Magnetic mirrors

£ Collisions, causing backscattering.

These will be exemplified in sections 5 and 6 on experiments and space

applications.

In closing their paper BGK noted that "whether such waves can exist

in an actual plasma will depend on factors ignored in this paper, as in

most previous works, namely inter-particle collisions, and the stability

of the solutions against various kinds of perturbations."

The general DL stability problem has not yet been solved, but some

necessary stability and existence criteria have been derived or at least

been made plausible. Furthermore, stable and oscillating DL have been pro-

duced in laboratory plasmas and strong evidence for DL in the low magneto-

sphere above the auroral zones now exists, as will be discussed below.

Before entering into a more detailed description of DL-properties

the following nomenclature is introduced.

The word "temperature" will be used as a general term for kinetic

energy spread around a mean energy foT some class of particles, even if

the energy distribution is not strictly thermal. That is, for any one-

dimensional velocity distribution f(v) we have

+•»
f 2 2 2
I f(v) mv dv * nm<fv > =• nmu_ + nkT (2)



where IL is the drift velocity. Equation (2) thus serves as definition

of the "temperature" T .

In te-ms of condition (1) for the definition of a DL, we say that

a DL is strong if e0 » kT where Tf is the free electron tempera-

ture. If e0Q/kT < 10, say, the DL is weak (cf equation 1).

-' THEORETICAL RESULTS

In section 2_ three distinguishing properties of DL were introduced.

The first (e0 j> kT) has already been discussed to some extent and does

not need any further elaboration. The second, on essentially vanishing net

charge of a DL, can be derived from the momentum balance and Poisson's

equation. It leads, under certain conditions which are often fulfilled, to

a relation between ion and elect ran ilux through the iayer. The third, on

violation of quasi-neutrality, can be discussed quantitatively to some

extent, if the plasma insfabiiity causing DL formation can be identified.

A.I Vanishing net chaige and the Langmuir condition

The space charge separation in a DL is maintained by a balance between

inertia and electrostatic forces. This balance is determined by the Poisson

and momentum equations. If index a denotes population (free or trapped,

electron or ion) the one-dimensiona; coilisionless, stationary Boltzmann

equation tor each population is

3f q E 3f

„ —a + -SL - « „ o (3)
3z m du

a

The momentum equation is obtained by multiplication with m u and integra-

tion over velocity space. By virtue of (2) we get

nna"auDa)

If this is inserted ir Poisson's equation

multiplied by E , and integrated with respect to z a first integral is

obtained.
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" I £ o £ 2 * constant • <6>
a

This pressure balance equation was derived from fluid theory by Block

(1972).

Evidently, if the potential varies monotonically with z , there

are four nkT - terms but only two drift energy terms, since u_ » 0 for

trapped particles.

If the DL has no net charge E is the same on both sides, so com-

paring (6) on both sides we may leave out the electrostatic pressure. If

in addition the DL is strong, the ram pressures of the free particles

after acceleration (or before retardation if the drift is backwards through

the DL) will dominate, by definition. Hence

where index + means the value on the positive potential side of the DL and

correspondingly for - . Since both species have been accelerated through

the same DL-potentiai their energies are about equal so

which is cailed the Langtnuir condition (Langmuir, 1929; Block, 1972). In

order to maintain zero net charge in the DL, the flux of electrons through

the layer must be much larger than the ion flux since each electron spends

a shorter tine in the DL.

The Langmuir condition implies of course that there is a non-vanish-

ing current through the layer but it must be stressed that it is only valid

for strong layers. In principle the current can be made arbitrarily snail.

Assume, e.g., Chat about half of the free electrons would have their velo-

cities reversed. Each electron would contribute exactly the sane amount of

charge as without the reversal, but u_ would be much smaller and the

free electron "temperature" would increase correspondingly. Thus, the DL

would not be strong. It is clear that a DL can, at least in principle, exist

without any net current. Experimental evidence supporting this conclusion

will be discussed below. However, in most practical cases the Langmuir con-

dition holds surprisingly well even for rather weak layers, since usually



the number of retarded free electrons in the DL is quite small.

4.2 The Bohm criterion and a critical current

Consider a strong DL such that practically all free particles are

accelerated in the layer. At the negative boundary free electrons are

entering the layer with drift velocity IL . Suppose the trapped ions

are Maxvellian with temperature T . . Since the layer is strong, free

ions and trapped electrons have negligible densities at the negative bound-

ary. Put the zero potential level at this boundary. The free electrons and

trapped ions have equal densities there, but just inside the layer, there

is negative space charge (cf. Fig 2). Both the ion and electron densities

are decreasing with increasing potential, i.e. towards the interior of the

layer.

n£ ~ exp(-e«)/kTti) (9)

e~ " (Lne~ V " (uLo

Where V o " "De at * = °
To maintain a negative charge n. must decrease faster with increas-

ing potential than n . From (9) and (10) it is easily seen that this
2 e

requires m-^ > kT. • However, we have here neglected the influence of

the free electron temperature Tf . Using fluid theory Block (1972) found

the minimum drift velocity of the electrons when entering the layer to be

given by

+ Tti) ( 1 1 )

where Y is the adiabatic constant for the free electrons. However, fluid

theory may not give the correct result. Laboratory and computer experiments

'Goertz and Joyce, 1975) indicate that

may be sufficient to maintain a DL. Note, however, that in laboratory expe-

riments T. << T , normally, and both in the laboratory and in the com-

puter experiments referred to, the velocity distributions are far from



Maxwellian.

Conditions like (11) and (12) are called Bohm criteria, since a

similar criterion valid for wall sheaths was derived by Bohm (1949). An

identical criterion (with electrons and ions interchanged) is valid at

the positive boundary of the DL.

The Bohm condition (12) implies a critical current density

j c •= ne/2kTe/me (13)

below which a DL cannot be maintained. It should, however, again be poin-

ted out that this is valid only for strong layers. Since an arbitrary

number of the free electron velocities may be reversed without changing

the charge balance, no such critical current density exists for weak

layers. If the numbers of forward and backward moving free electrons are

comparable, the DL is weak since then the free electron thermal energy is

comparable to e0

In fact, j represents the current density through a strong double

layer, since it is also the maximum current density that the neighbour-

ing plasma can deliver. Thus, if the current source tends to drive a

higher current, either the DL will increase its potential drop or the cross

section of the current channel will increase in the plasma, if possible.

It is perhaps also conceivable that the DL will be pushed towards

a region with higher density or temperature since on the positive side of

the layer the current can be carried by the superthermal electron beam

accelerated in the layer. This has been suggested by Smith and Goerte

(1977). In any case the DL and the transition from subthermal to super-

thermal free electrons must coincide if the layer is strong.

4.3 A plasma instability as the cause of DL-funnation

Since the critical current j is also the maximum currant that a

normal plasma can carry it must represent a plasma instability li.nit.

Several current driven instabilities are known with different threshold

currents. The ion-acoustic and ion-gyro instabilities (in case there is

a longitudinal magnetic field) have lower thresholds than given by (13)

They cannot cause DL, but only some noise or turbulence, which at least

in many cases is found to have little effect on the plasma properties

(see section 5). However, the Bunetnan instability has the right threshold,
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and it can therefore be suspected to be responsible for DL-formation, in

particular since it is of electrostatic nature, as is the DL. That does

not mean, of course, that electrostatic waves must necessarily be obser-

ved in the vicinity of, or at an existing DL. They should be there during

the formation, but once the DL is established there is no need for them.

In fact, the DL probably represents the end result of a process initiated

by some instability.

Assume that a spectrum of electrostatic waves is excited. Although

equation (6) is based on the time-independent Vlasov-equation, it suggests

that the electric field energy density, averaged over the period of the

unstable waves, may act as a pressure on the particles. Indeed that is the

case, as is well known in plasma wave theory. The force is then given by

the gradient of the electrostatic energy density. Smith and Goertz (1977)

propose that this plays an important role in DL-formation, since this

"ponderomotive force" acts differently on different particle species. Due

to their smaller mass the electrons are more affected. According to Smith

and Goertz (1977) the force acting on species a is

F ' /UE2).!_
a 3z \2 o / m

where the brackets indicate averaging over a wave period. Furthermore,

they show that an arbitrarily ste^>gradient develops at the instability

onset position. At this point charge separation occurs so that a DL may

be formed.

The BGK-theory (and applications of it, see e.g. Montgomery and Joyce,

1969) shows that there exist equilibria of DL, characterized by a balance

between inertia and electrostatic forces,so no instability waves are re-

quired to maintain them,provided they are reasonably stable. However, the

particle beams produced upon acceleration of the free particles through

the DL may of course interact with the plasma, causing wave turbulence,

which must not necessarily be of electrostatic nature. What kind of waves

are produced is of course determined by the particle velocity distribu-

tions, the presence of magnetic fields and perhaps other conditions, e.g.

geometry.

4.4 Quantitative estimate of charge separation

The third condition defining a DL(that quasi-neutrality is violated),
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can now be cast in a more quantitative form. We have seen that the Bohm

criterion (13) suggests that the Buneman instability be responsible for

the formation of a DL. According to Smith (1977) we can then argue as

follows.

The growth constant Y for fast growing Buneman unstable waves is

of the order of

where u . is the ion plasma frequency and v is the group-velocity of

the disturbance. To obtain a measure of the relative deviation from charge

neutrality the Poisson equation may be used. To this end, we need charac-

teristic length and potential scales. The length is found from (15)

A = un /u) . (16/
De pi

and the potential should be

9 - kTg/e (17)

so that the Poisson equation yields

m

o .2 m.
X i

if the Bohm criterion (12) is used. Hence, it is seen that the relative

deviation from quasi-neutrality is of the order of the electron to ion

mass ratio.

This result can be used as an interpretational test of experimental

results. If an electric field change AE is observed within a distance

L in a plasma with electron density n , and if

e AE m
o B in > _e_ ~qv
Len n m.

it may almost certainly be concluded that there is a double layer. Equa-

tion (19) is derived from e div E -•» p , and An is the average devia-

tion from exact charge neutrality.

Taking advantage of the BCK-result :h;tt essentially any potential

structure may be constructed, assume that a DL is made up of the rectan-
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gul ar charge distribution shown in Figure 5. The thickness of the layer

is L , the potential drop is 0 and the average electric field is /E) .

For this special case the following relations hold

D <21>
where

2 e o k T e '
Xj - -2-y- =(Debye length) (22)

ne

B2 - &n/n (23)
2

Thus, 0 is a measure of the average deviation from charge neutrality.
2

Taking f$ ~ m /m. as given by (18) we see that the thickness L of a
DL is at least of the order of 50 Debye lengths.

The above model is based on the assumption of a certain shape of the

charge or potential distribution, independent of the potential 0 . This

of course means that the corresponding particle distributions must depend

on 0 . Another alternative is to assume that the particle distributions

are independent of 0 • Then the potential distribution will depend on

0 . This has been further elaborated by Shawhan et.al (1977). The ex-

pression (20) for L_ is then different, but the value of v - ^ /X is

still of the same order of magnitude for typical DL observed in nature

or in the laboratory, although the dependence on 0 is not the same.

It may be concluded that the thickness of a DL is generally large

compared to the Debye length, but small compared to space plasmas and most

laboratory plasmas. This will be further substantiated in the sections on

experiments and space observations.

4.5 Stability

As '..as been already pointed out, the general stability problem has

not yet been solved. However, three theoretical results of importance have

been obtained.

Knorr and Goertz (1974) constructed a selfconsistent DL-solution to

the Vlasov-equation and proved that the plasmas on both sides of the layer
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was Penrose-stable at all points for sufficiently large free ion energies.

Their proof has certain limitations, however. Firstly, it is only valid

for the particular velocity distributions, chosen. Secondly, the analysis

is not complete since it does not cover modes due to the inhomogeneity.

Wahlberg (1977) studied electrostatic waves propagating in a plasma

in the presence of an electric field. He found that perturbations excited

in the drifting electron population gain energy if the electrons are dece-

lerated by the field, but they loose energy if the electrons are accele-

rated. Referring to DL he states chat "a configuration of this kind could

have a tendency to stabilize an otherwise unstable situation." This can

of course be true, only if a majority of the free electrons are accelera-

ted in the layer. A DL where a majority are decelerated would be more un-

stable and such layers have to the author's knowledge not been observed.

Only layers with about half of the electrons moving "backwards" have been

observed.

Smith (1977) has suggested that the number of

charged particles within a Debye sphere, N , is of importance for the

stability. The thermal fluctuation amplitude of the charge of a Debye

sphere is about equal to one electron charge, i.e. the relative violation

of charge neutrality is N

lity at least requires that

of charge neutrality is N .It should therefore be expected that stabi-

N"1 < m /m. (24)
D e i

i.e. the random charge fluctuations should be less than the charges con-

stituting the DL.

There is some experimental support for this suggestion as will be

seen in the following sections.

In a magnetized plasma with a transverse extent much larger than the

diameter of the current channel containing a DL the equipotential sur-

faces in the DL must turn parallel to the magnetic field on both sides

of the current channel as shown in Figure 6. The associated E * B

drift of the plasma represents an inertia that must contribute to the sta-

bility of the DL. Obviously, a disturbance cannot remove the DL at once.

The decay can only occur when the corresponding g * g -drift has been

stopped. The most natural way to do that must be to let the DL move along

the magnetic field, probably with the Alfven velocity, in the upward

direction in Figure 6.

The mathematical models by Swift (1975, 1976) of DL (shocks) with
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arbitrary angle between the electric and magnetic fields are of course

very important for understanding the equipotential structure shown in Fig.6.

In addition,the Bohm criteria and Langmuir condition must be regarded

as necessar-' for the stable exister-.e of a DL with the mentioned excep-

tions. Furthermore, it must be noted that it the Langmuir condition can-

not be fulfilled in the laboratory or earth-fixed frame (or whatever frame

is applicable) the DL may move with a suitable velocity, such that in the

frame of the DL the condition is fulfilled.

A.6 Velocity distributions

In conclusion, it must be pointed out that some of the above results

depend on the detailed velocity distributions of all types of particles.

That is most obviously the case for the Bohm criterion. The Langmuir con-

dition is of course accurately valid for strong layers, but its accuracy

at weaker layers depends on the velocity distributions. A few very energe-

tic electrons which are retarded in the DL, will not greatly affect the

Langmuir condition Lut ir.iy contribute significantly to the "temperature".

The stability ot the DL may depend strongly on the velocity distribu-

tions. However, that is a problem which has not been seriously attacked

so far. On the ether hand, tha stability of the surrounding plasmas has

been studied for special distributions. It is known that for Maxwellian

distributions (displaced by the drift velocity) the ion-acoustic and ion-

gyro electrostatic inftabiJifi.es have onset drift velocities lower than

that required to fulfill the Bohni criterion so no DL can be formed through

these instabilities. A natu/a] question is then: Could not the turbulence

excited by t/iese install] it Le, de-:;ta'.;i 1,' z<*. a DL formed at the appropriate

(higher)drift-veV~.;-:y?

Experimental evic*<:.ice shovs th.". the answer is no_, sx. least in many

cases. Theoretically, this may everualJy ho understood, either in terms

of non-linear effects limiting th? fluctuations to harmless levels, or

in terms of non-I'r.w.'.riiar- jistributrons, for which the onset drift-velo-

city for the issn'-.ioned ir.stabili tie.-s is raised to higher values. For

example, Jer.tscii (197b) has shown that this is the case if the maximum

of the electron distribution is flattened, making it more "waterbag-like".

At the same time '.ii ion-distribution should bo Maxwellian. This is under-

standable, since tho inverse electron l.ar<iau-damping is lowered due to

the flatness of the electron distribution, whereas the ion Landau-damping

is still present. Thur, a higher drit't velocity is required to balance
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the ion damping, as stated by Jentsch.

Persson (1963) has shown that if the pitch-angle distributions for

electrons and ions are unequal in a magnetic mirror-field, quasi-neutra-

lity can only be satisfied if there is a finite electric field parallel

to the magnetic field. He also suggested that a necessary condition for

quasi-neutrality everywhere in a magnetic mirror-field is that there is

no field-aligned current (Persson, private communication). In other words,

if there is a net field-aligned current along a magnetic mirror-field,

quasi-neutrality must be violated, at least at one point. A DL will prob-

ably be formed there. This is demonstrated for nearly isotropic velocity

distributions by Lennartsson (1977). "Nearly isotropic" means constant in

pitch-angle space, except for some pitch-angle intervals where the distri-

bution vanishes.

4.7 Summary of theoretical results

In the following sections experiments and space observations will be

compared with the theoretical results presented above. To facilitate this

comparison a summary of the results is given below.

A. BGK-equilibria. The existence oj essentially arbitrary, self-consisvent,

one-dimensional potential structures ami WJVCS is demonstrated (Bern-

stein - Greene - Kruskal, 1957). A DL may be regarded as a BGK-equilib~

rium w:th a potential structure as shown in Figure 2.

j$. Trapped or at least reflected particle populations are required to main-

tain a DL. This is an inherent property of all BGK-equilibria and all

DL theories.

£. Pressure balance (equation 6) : The sura of all kinetic pressures

minus the electrostatic pressure is a constant.

JD. The Langmuir-condition (equation 8) states that the ratio of ion to

electron flux through a strong layer is inversely proportional to the

mass ratios (langmuir, 1929).

£. The Bohm criterion for strong layers (Bohm, 1949): The existence of

a DL requires a minimum electron drift velocity about equal to the

electron thermal velocity v .. .

£. A DL is current-limiting since the upstream plasma cannot carry more

than the random electron thermal current density env _ .
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£. The cause of PL-formation must be a plasma instability, probably the

Buneman instability. Smith and Goertz /1977) show that an extremely

steep gradient of wave energy density is produced by the instability.

They propose that the corresponding ponderomotive force is an important

factor in the formation of a DL.

Once the layer is formed no instability is needed to maintain it

but secondary instabilities of other types may be axcited by the beams

from the layer.

II. The relative charge separation in a DL (equation 18) is of the order of

the electron to ion mass ratio (Smith, 1977).

I_. The DL thickness i3 at least of the order of /m./m times the Debye

length of the neighbouring plasma (equation 20 - 23).

J. The stability of a DL is not understood but it is found that

a) the plasmas on both sides is Penrose stable under certain conditions

(Knorr and Goertz, 1974),

b) perturbations in the free electrons loose energy when the electrons

are accelerated ir. a DL (Wahlberg, 1977),

c) random charge fluctuations may destabilize a DL if the number of

electrons in a Debye sphere is less than the ion to electron mass

ratio (Smith, 1977).

K. Swift (1975, 1976) has modelled self-consistently DL with arbitrary

angle between the magnetic and electric fields.

h EXPERIMENTS

In this section experimental results, related to the theoretical re-

sults discussed in section 4, will be discussed. A laige number of experi-

ments cannot, for lack of space, be mentioned here. Those mentioned are

not necessarily the best, but they are best known to the author.

The capital letters of the sub-headings below refer to the same in

section 4.7.

A. Potential structure, in many experiments a potential jump

0 > kT ,/e was observed, but the internal structure of the layer could

not be studied, dur. to a minute layer thickness (Torvén and Babic, 1976).

However, Quon and Wong '197f') produced a DL in a plasma with a fairly large

Debye length (~ 1 mm) thus obttininp: e DL thickness of a few cm. They found

a monotonic potential variation quite similar to that of Figure 2.

It" Reflected particles can be supplied in three different ways, as
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stated in section 3.

a) Electrostatic potential troughs are an essential part of BGK-

equilibris. Combining several opposing DL, it is often possible to achieve

the necessary self-consistency, although the whole structure may have to

move with respect to the plasma.

In an ordinary gaseous discharge the potential distribution is typi-

cally as shown in Figure 1. The hump at B can provide one end of an ion

trough if a DL is formed in the positive column, say at D.

Quon and Wong (1976) observed that no DL could be formed without a

positive bias on a grid on the low potential side or the DL.

b) Backseattered electrons are typically produced by collisions in

the positive column of a gaseous discharge. Thus, the reflected electrons

are automatically provided. In Quon and Hong's experiment beam-plasma inter-

action thermalized the beam in a downstream region 5 - 10 cm beyond the DL.

This produced hot electrons, some of which were moving backwards for subse-

quent reflection by the DL.

c) Magnetic mirrors can of course also reflect particles. Evidence

for such reflections facilitating DL formation has been obtained in the

ionosphere. This will be discussed in section 6.

£. The pressure balance has, to the author's knowledge, not been veri-

fied in any experiments so far. Electror velocity distributions have been

measured in some experiments (see e.g. Andersson, 1976) but it seems

as if very few have been interested in the ions, and yet the ion beam ram

pressure dominates on the low potential side and cannot be neglected in

the pressure balance.

Torvén and Babic (1976) observed the wall flux uf neutral particles

and ions at both sides of the DL. However, these fluxes depend on the

pressures perpendicular to the current, and the pressure balance equation

(6) accounts for the "parallel" pressures, only. Nevertheless, Torvén and

Babic found that the position of the DL could be controlled by adjusting

the total (neutral plus ion) particle fluxes to the wall on the cathode

and anode sides of the DL, as measured at fixed positions about one meter

apart, i.e. far from the DL. These wall fluxes could be adjusted independ-

ently through gas reservoir temperatures at the cathode and anode, respect-

ively.

Assuming isotropic pressures and no gradients (except at the DL)

between the wall-flux-meters, it would in principle be possible to obtain

all terms in the pressure balance equation, including the ion ran pressure,
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which could be inferred from the Langmuir condition. However, such assump-

tions are probably not justified. More direct measurements are required.

I). Th3 Langmuir conditon has lot either been verified, for the same

reason. Andersson et.al. (1969) and Quon and Wong (1976) measured the

electron beam energy and found good agreement with the observed DL poten-

tial drop. Knowing the discharge current they could of course easily cal-

culate the elctron flux. Andersson et.al. (1969) obtained an upper limit

for the ion flux by equating it with the neutral gas flux from the cathode

gas reservoir. This neutral flux can be partly absorbed in the walls, partly

return to the cathode region as ions through the DL, and partly return

without being iouized. In steady state (reached after several minutes) no

wall absorption can occur. The upper limit for the ion current corresponds

to the assumption that all neutral particles were ionized. This upper limit

exceeded the ion current obtained from the Langmuir condition by a factor 2.

15. The Bohm criterion Tor a minimum electron drift on the upstream

side has been verified by practically ail experimenters (see e.g. Torvén

and iiabic, 1975, Quon and Wong, 197b).

£. The current-limiting property of a DL has been demonstrated by

Torvén and Babic (1975, 1976). After the formation of a DL the current can

only be increased by about 30 - 50 percent, due to electron heating and

somewhat increased electron density (sec Figure 8). Attempts to increase

the current beyond that point results in a drastic increase of the DL-

potential and collapse of the discnarge.

G. Evidence for an electrostatic instability as the cause for DL for-

mation is found in several experiments. Current driven ion-acoustic insta-

bilities were observed by Quon and Wong (1976) and by Torvén and Babic

(1976) when the current was sonewhat less than the critical current for

DL-formation. The latter observed positive potential peakes propagating

with the ion-sound speed. The Buneroan instability, which was assumed to be

responsible for DL-formation (section A.3), is closely related to the ion-

acoustic instability, but of course it cannot be observed below its thres-

hold current density. It is, thus,not unexpected to find ion-acoustic

instabilities as precursors for the Buneman instability. However, neither

Quon and Wong, nor Torvén and Babic observed ion-acoustic waves when the

electron drift velocity was less than about one third of the electron

thermal velocity, which may be surprising, since the ion-acoustic thres-

hold drift is much lower. A related observation may be, that in an ordinary



discharge without DL, the current density is about proportional to the

electron number density, so the electron drift velocity (which is about

one third of the electron thermal velocity) is almost independent of

current density over a few orders of magnitude (Klarfeld, 1938, Torvén,

1965). This means that ever, if the current density is more than two orders

of magnitude below the critical Dl.-current density the electron drift is

as high as cne third of the critical drift velocity, and yet no sign of

ion-acoustic waves is seen. If such waves r̂e really present their ampli-

tude must be so low that they do not influence the plasma conductivity.

H and I. The relative charge separation can be easily calculated from

the measured potential drop, PL thickness, and electron density, using

equations 18 - 23. Table 1 gives some characteristic data for three diffe-

rent experiments and seme observations in space. It is seen that typically

the relative charge separation p/en is about an order of magnitude lar-

ger than m fax- . This is in reasonable agreement with the dimensional

analysis in section 4.4.

An additional support to the charge .separation estimate in section

4.4 is the result of the numerical simulation experiment by Goertz and

Joyce (1975). They used an ion to electron mass ratio of only 16 which

resulted in a relative charge separation of the order of 0.1, as expected

from equation (16).

J_. PL-stability has been demonstrated in the laboratory under certain,

rather general conditions. It is therefore encouraging that the limited

theoretical progress made so far points in this direction.

The experimental evidence available shows that some DL are stable and

some are explosive in the sense that the potential drop grows to extremely

high values, thus quenching the discharge plasma. The decisive factor

appears to be, not some local plasma property, but the circuit inductance

(Torvén and Babic, 1976). The DL is explosive if the circuit is suffi-

ciently inductive to maintain the current against the rising DL-voltage.

This, of course, requires that the DL is not so unstable that it disappears

during the explosion, i.e. during a few circuit time constants L/R . It

should be noted, however, that this time constant decreases with increasing

DL-voltage, since the layer is dissipative. When the magnetic energy of

the circuit has been dissipated the current must disappear and the dis-

charge is extinguished.

If the circuit is less inductive the rising DL-voltage can cause a
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sufficient current decrease to quench the layer before it has become too

strong, since the Bohm criterion (or equivalently the Buneman instability)

threshold is not exceeded anymore. A complete extinction of the discharge

does not then occur, but rather some fluctuating current. When the layer

has disappeared the effective resistance is decreased so the current can

increase again until the DL reappears. This Is called current chopping

(Torvén and Babic, 1976)

Alternatively, a stationary level with a completely stable DL may

be reached. This is in particular the case if there is a longitudinal gra-

dient present, e.g. in density or temperature. Such a gradient can be

maintained by a longitudinal magnetic field with varying strength (mirror

field) as is the case in the upper ionosphere, or by a varying cross sec-

tion of the discharge tube, which is the case in the experiment by Anders-

son et.al. (1969). A weak DI. can then often exist even at currents far

below the critical current given by aq. (13;, if the gradient is suffi-

ciently steep. Apparently two plasnas v,'th different properties cannot

match together without a potential jump. Tnis is probably related to the

finding by Lennartsson (1977) that a finite current along a magnetic mir-

ror fielri makes it difficult to fine a velocity distribution such that

quasi-neutrality can be maintained everywhere.

Smith's suggestion (Smith, 1977) that stability requires

(cf equation 24) where N is the number of electrons within a Debye

sphere, is to some extent corroborated by experiments. This is shown by

table 1 for a few experiments. A systematic study of DL with regard to

this stability criterion would be very desirable.

£' OBSERVATIONS IN SPACE

Several observations indicate the existence of electric fields paral-

lel to the magnetic field in the upper ionosphere and the lower magneto-

sphere above the auroral zones. However, only experimental observations

directly indicating DL will be mentioned here.



6.T Strong density gradients in the tops ide ionosphere

Extremeiy strong density gradients have frequently been observed in

the upper ionosphere. It is vevy suggestive to associate such steep gra-

dients with strong potential drops. In tact, the DL theory can accommodate

such gradients more easily than any uther known theory.

The first observations of these density gradients were made with top-

side sounders. Calvert (1966) saw horizontal density variations of more

than 60% per km in the topside F-layer. flagg (1967) observed densities as

low as 8 - 100 electrons per cm in a great number of small regions at

1500 - 3000 km altitude cvir the auroral zone with horizontal density gra-

dients of over 30Z per kin. Herzberg and Selms (1969) observed sudden verti-

cal density steps at about 200 - 300 kn: altitude.

Mozer et.al. (1977) measured the plasira density with instrumentation

onboard the S3 - 3 satellite st 2ÖO0 - 3000 km altitude. They found steep

horizontal density gr.jdieR-.s ever the ,'turcr;.! zone of the same order of

magnitude as those fcund b*- Calvtrc ,\u-: Hagg.

Although an interprttdtioii r>f itaep giv.<Jients in r.erms oi DL must be

uncertain, perhaps confrfvovoial ii seas ^ iff i'-u It to find any mechanism

that could explain them ex->:-pt a 01-, which rcust nut necessarily be strong.

On the other hand,we have 3t>er tli.:L ,i i): can ;..nrLainly exist without being

associated with any ner density /imp whatsoever. This is well demonstrated

by the observations cf Kczer et.ai. (i'J77;. (n the only pass across the

auroral zo.ie, displayed in that pa,er, the two steepest density gradients

are associated with strong electric fields (:> 100 m V/m) „ but such strong

fields are also observed in a few tas^e when the gradients are fairly weak.

6.2 Measurements of pitch-angle distributions

Using an unusually good resolution (~ 0.5 degree) in pitch-angle,

Albert and Lindström (1970̂ ) fou;u; evidence indicating the existence of at

least three DL in the F-layer at auroral latitudes. They observed the

pitch-angle spectra of -• 10 keV electrons with pitch-angles Y in the

range 75( < Y < 105 . These sp«ctrn were peaked at certain angles, which

varied systematically with altitude and energy ir, a way consistent with

the interpretation that these par* icJer. were trapped between the magnetic

mirror below, and at least three DL above the rocket. The altitudes of the

layers could be estimated, ana were found to bo about 250, 270 and 280 km,
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with potential crops of 80, 160 and 160 volts, respectively.

Although these observations were rather uncertain, as indicated by

the rather large error bars in the diagrams, Albert's and Lindstrom's

analysis of their data illuminates extremely well the interaction of a

DL with energetic particles, and it is therefore recommended for a detailed

study.

6.3. Barium jet experiments

During the last decade the barium cloud technique has been developed

to a standard tool for measurements of perpendicular electric fields. More

recently, the shaped charge method has enabled experimentalists to inject

barium jets along the magnetic field to very high altitudes. If such a jet

encounters a DL, one could expect four different effects which could all

occur at the same time:

(i) The DL is weakened, perhaps even annihilated, due to the increase of

the plasma density when the jet arrives.

(ii) The positive ions are accelerated, decelerated or even reflected,

depending on the direction and strength of the DL potential drop,

(iii) The perpendicular drift of the Ba-jet above the layer may differ from

that below. This is due to the fact that a parallel potential drop which

varies with a perpendicular coordinate allows the perpendicular electric

field to change with the parallel coordinate even if curl JE = 0 . Thus

curl E » curl E,, + curl E. - 0

which means that, if z is the parallel coordinate, we may for exemple

have

»x Sz

(iv) If the jet hits the layer at a position where the DL electric field

is nearly perpendicular to the oiagnatic field a shear in the perpendicular

velocity may occur as indicated in Figure 9. That part of the jet which

first encounters the DL is peeled off and Ii x B;drifts in the strong DL

field.

Three different barium jet experiments have to date indicated the

existence of DL at high altitudes above Una auroral zone. Wescott et.al.
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(1976) observed a 40 mV/m transverse electric field above (but not be-

low) 5500 km. The jet was split in three streaks drifting away with dif-

ferent velocities. The Ba -ions also gained a parallel energy of at least

34 eV at this altitude. The authors found no other explanation to the be-

haviour than a DL. Evidently, at least some layers can survive a Ba-jet

attack.

Haerendel et.al. (1976) observed an upward acceleration of Ba -ions

through 190 eV at 2500 km during an experiment at Sdndre Strrfmfjord, Green-

land, on 17 December 1974. On a second release at the same place on 11

January 1975 the Ba -ions gained 7.4-3 keV of parallel energy at 7500

km altitude. Although these results were consistent with a DL, a more

distributed electric field, over an altitude range of perhaps a few hund-

red km is not excluded. The authors do not want to conclude the existent

of DL in these instances.

In table 2 a summary of these measurements is given.

6.4 Electric probe measurements of PL-fields

The most clearcut evidence for the existence of DL above the auroral

zones has been obtained from the S3 - 3 satellite, as reported by Mozer

et.al. (1977). They measured all three components of the DC electric field

and the AC spectrum up to about 100 kHz. Magnetic field, plasma density

and particle measurements were also made on the same satellite. The particle

measurements enables a check of charging effects on the electric field

probes, so as to exclude false signals due to that reason.

It was found that both parallel and perpendicular electric fields in

the range of 100 - 1000 mV/m frequently occur at L - 7 - 20 at all alti-

tudes (2000 - 8000 km) and local times (05 - 23 hours) reached by the satel-

lite. They are positively correlated with magnetic activity and occur in

regions where the magnetometer indicates Birkeland currents in excess of
"(t —2

10 Am . The strong fields are confined in regions, which are a few km

thick. Such regions often appear in pairs, where the perpendicular fields

are directed towards each other, in agreement with the potential distri-

bution shown in Figure 6.

The thickness of the strong E-field regions is a few km (<i in Figure

6) and the strength of the field is several 100 mV/m, which requires a
4 3

net charge density corresponding to about 10 electrons per m . Since the
_3

total electron density is of the order of 1 - 50 en Che relative devia-
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tion from charge neutrality is of the order of one electron per 100 -

5000 in excellent agreement with the expected value for a DL (cf Table

1). Furthermore the AC noise level is at least two or three orders of

magnitude too low to account for the anomalous resistivity consistent

with the measured DC electric field (Shawhan et.al., 1977).

The number of electrons in a Debye-sphere, Nn , is sufficiently
8

large 0> 10 ) to satisfy Smith's necessary (but not sufficient) require-

ment for stability even if the temperature is as low as 1 eV and the

density is the highest measured by Mozer et.al.

Since all other known mechanisms for production of parallel electric

fields cannot account for the strong fields measured by Mozer et.al. (see

Block and Fälthammar, 1976, and Shawhan et.al., 1977) it can be almost

certainly concluded that they must be due to DL unless, for some now un-

known reason, something should turn out to be wrong with the measurements.

]_. COMPARISON WITH EARLIER RESULTS

Both the barium and satellite double probe results described in the

previous section agree well with earlier ideas and observations. The poten-

tial distribution shown schematically in Figure 6 was suggested by Block

(1969, 1972, 1975). Carlqvist and Boström (1970) found that it could ex-

plain shear motions of auroral for-is seen in all-sky camera movies. Measu-

rements of perpendicular electric fields on the Injun 5 satellite led

Gurnett (1972) to propose the same kind of potential distribution. A de-

tailed comparison between these electric field reversals and the inverted

V precipitation events observed on the same satellite by Frank was found

by Gurnett and Frank (1973) to be consistent with this picture.

Block (1972, 1975) has discussed the most likely DL-altitudes. If a

model of exospheric plasma properties as function of altitude can be con-

structed, it is an easy matter to determine where the threshold for the

Buneman instability is most easily reached for a Birkeland current con-

fined in a geomagnetic flux tube. Almost any reasonable model gives a

minimum threshold somewhere between one half and two or three earth radii.

It it, therefore, not surprising that double layers have now been found

in that altitude range.



The self-consistent models by Swift (1975, 1976) of oblique double

layers predict a thickness of the order of 10 ion gyro radii. This has

also been confirmed by the satellite measurements, although Swift's

assumption of very large scale lengths for the parallel electric field

has not been borne out by the observations.

The results of the recent barium shaped charge and S3 - 3 satellite

double probe experiments have thus nicely confirmed and extended several

earlier predictions and observations.
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TABLE 1

DOUBLE LAYER AND PLASMA PROPERTIES IN SOME EXPERIMENTS

Authors

Experimental
conditions

Ions

m./me

ne (nf
3)

Ta (eV)

XD (m)

E (V/m)

*o (V>

p/en
G

»D

Stability

Goertz and
Joyce, 1975

Numerical one-dint,
computer simulation

Very light

16

-

-

-

~ 5 0 X D

~ k Te / e XD

~ IOC kT /e

0.1

~ 100 per X_

Stable

Torvén and
Babic, 1975

Lab.discharge.Cons-
tant tube cross
section

Mercury

3.7 « 105

2 • 1017

10

5 • 10"5

~ 3 • 10*3

~ 10*

~ 30

10"3

~ 105

Chopping

Andersson, 1976

Lab.discharge. Step in
tube cross section

Mercury

3.7 • 105

(2-30) • 1016

2

<10"*

~ 3 • 10"3

- 10*

1 5 - 2 0

IQ"3

~ 3 • 10*

Stable, due to step
in tube cross section

Quon and
Wong, 1976

Lab.discharge between
two indep.plasma
sources

Argon

7 • 10*

101*

6

10"3

~ 3 • 10~2

500

15

IQ'2

10*

Stable

Mozer et.al.,
1977

Satellite probe
at 2000-8000 km
altitude

H+ and 0+

(2-30) • 103

(1-50) • 106

~ 100 (?)

~ 10

103 - 10*

0.1 - 1

103 - 10*

Sio"2

> 1 0 8

Unknown

Codet n , T : electron density and temperature; X : Debye length;

LQ , E ( 0 : double layer thickness, typical electric field,

potential drop ; p : space charge density; N_ : number of electrons in Debye sphere.



TABLE 2

OBSERVATIONS OF LARGE, HIGH ALTITUDE AURORAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

EXPERIMENTS

A. Satellites

S3 - 3, Simmer 1976
Vector Electric Fields
(Mozer et.al., 1977)

B. Rocket Barium Jets

Poker Flat, Alaska,
4 December 1973
Skylab Beta
(Wescott et.al., 1976)

S«5ndre Strdmf jord,
17 December 1974
(Haerendel et.al.,
1976)

Sdndre Str^mfjord
11 January 1975
(Haerendel et.al.,
1976)

OBSERVING
SITUATION

Local dusk, 76 mag.lat.;
(L = 7 - 20). Several oppo-
sing electric field pairs
(~30 km transverse scale)

Local dusk, 67 3 invariant
lat. Auroral omega band on
same fieldline. 800 y sub-
storm

0930 MLT, 75°mag.lat.
(polar cusp). Magnetical-
ly quiet. Only diffuse
red aurora

0930 MLT, 75°raag.lat.
(polar cusp). Over green
auroral arcs

ALTITUDE KM

7600
(2000 - 8000)

~ 5500

~ 2500

£ 7500

ASSOCIATED
CURRENTS

> 10"6A/m2

0.2 A/m upward
sheet, oriented^
EW, south of Ba

not reported

not reported

OB
E,,mV/m

400 - 800

40

not re-
ported

140
at 260
km

SERVED
E|( ,mV/m

200 - 8C0

not mea-
sured

not re-
ported

not re-
ported

} E^dh.V

not reported

not reporte<

190

7400



Figure captions

Figure 1. Schematic picture of a double layer.

Figure 2. Potential, electric field and space charge distributions

through a double layer.

Figure 3. Even space charge layers with this potential distribution

may be called a double layer, although it, strictly speaking,

consists of five double layers.

Figure 4. a) Potential distribution of a double layer,

b) Phase space for trapped and free ions,

c) Phase space for trapped and free electrons.

Figure 5. Idealized space charge distribution model, assumed for esti-

mation of double layer thickness (eq. 20) and average electric

field (eq. 21).

Figure 6. Qualitative drawing of equipotential surfaces in a magnetized

plasma, e.g. the topside ionosphere. The satellite S3 - 3

(Mozer et.al., 1977) flew through, what appeared to be "pairs"

of double layers, with thickness d ~ 3 - 10 km and separa-

tion D ~ 30 km .

Figure 7. Typical potential distribution in a gaseous discharge tube

with no double layer. If a layer develops at D , ions may

be trapped between it and the potential hump at B .

Figure 8. Voltage-current characteristic of an arc discharge according

to Torvén and Babic (1976). At b_ ion-acoustic instabilities

are observed. At £ ~ d, the Bohm criterion is fulfilled so

a double layer can form. The ultimate current limitation is

reached at f_ .

Figure 9. A barium jet hitting an cblique double layer is peeled off due

to fast jE x £ -drift in the layer.
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A review of the main results on electrostatic double

layers (sometimes called space charge layers or sheaths) ob-

tained from theory, and laboratory and space experiments up

to the spring of 19 77 is given.

The paper begins with a definition of double layers in

terms of potential drop, electric field and charge separation.

Then a review of the theoretical results obtained so far is

made. This covers among other things necessary criteria for

existence and stability, quantitative estimates of charge

separation and thickness, and some probable cause of DL-forma-

tion in terms of an instability.

Next, experimental results obtained in the laboratory

are compared with the theoretical results. Due to recent pro-

gress in jxperimental technique the interior of a double layer

can now be studied in much more detail than was possible before,

By means of barium jets and satellite probes, double

layers have now been found at the altitudes, earlier predicted

theoretically. The general potential distribution above the

auroral zone, suggested by inverted V-events and electric

field reversals, is corroborated.
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